
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

CHAPTER IV 
 

CLOSING 
 
 

A. RESUME 
 
 

Takabonerate is a small village in the district in South Sulawesi that is not yet 

developed in terms of tourism potentials. The main activities of the populations in this 

area are working as an entrepreneur or seller, fisherman driver, farmer and majority of 

women there are not working or being a housewife and some of them worked as civil 

servant . The thing, is most of the folks were got married in such a young age. That is 

why their economical level is average to below average. 

 

Nowadays, the industry of marine Torism well developed in this area, therefore it 

can rise up the income of this region and the populations. Since the employees of those 

home industries are taken from their own local community. Takabonerate village is worth 

to be proposed as the upcoming tourism destination place in Selayar Regency . Somehow 

this region also has another great potential to support the establishment of Takabonareta 

village as the new tourism place in Selayar regency. 

 

Based on the research that the researches has done, talking about the way to 

manage the tourism potentials within this island , whether or not this region can be the 

new tourism destination place in Selayar regency? Whether or not the concept of tourism 

village based-special interest tourism will match the development of this region? Lastly, 

will this development affect to the advancement of tourism sectors in region ? The 

conclusions are, Takabonearet village has so many tourism potentials such as: marine 

tourism, agricultural, river, the famous drawbridge, and etc. In the end, this region is 
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qualified enough to be proposed as the new tourist destination place in Selayar regency. 

Somehow the folks are so friendly and they’re used to meet the guests as well 

 

The establishment of the new tourism destination place and the new concept in this 

region will affect to the advancement of Selayar regency, understanding that the special 

interest tourism has not been applied in this town yet. Due to that reason, the application 

of the special interest tourism concept will be able to trigger another region in Selayar 

regency to find their region’s specialty and uniqueness in order to make their village to 

be more developed as well as to rise up the prosperity of the folks inside the area. Since 

the development program will be impacted to every individuals in this village. 

 

B. RECCOMMENDATION 

 

Here are some suggestions from the researcher for the betterment of this 
 

Karaskepoh village: 

 

1. The government and the Folks of Takabonerate island should work hand in hand to 

develop the region. The folks here should be more active in discovering the new 

assets of the region and actively consult to the government on how to develop and 

manage their potentials. As for the government, they need to facilitate the 

development plans of this village well. Not to mention that the government needs 

to give socialization and also training for all local community in this area. 

 
2. The Folks in this region need to start making an activist group of this village that 

works in creating a development-plan for the region and how to manage it as soon 

as possible then discuss it with the tourism department in NATIONAL PARK ( 

 
3. Start to make a promotion media of the local product through the internet 

(website), so that the product will be acknowledged by other people easily and the 

scale of this sales activity is also wider. Therefore, the buyers will not solely from 
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